
Fill in the gaps

Begging me by Florrie Arnold

 My heart's beating

 Is it serious?

 You're begging me,  (1)______________  me

 I know I got you on the second beat

 But baby back to me

 I  (2)________  to get you maybe baby back a beat

 We'll see if you can heat it up and handle that

 Go back and get your hat on baby

 Hit the track,  (3)________  that

 We're on a mission and it's outta whack, that's a fact

 Mission impossible

 And that is that,  (4)________  is that

 You  (5)__________  listen up

 Because I'm  (6)______________  the rules yeah

 I'll tell you where to begin

 You think that  (7)________  Mr-know-it-all

 Yeah, but tonight you better  (8)__________  again

 You gotta listen up boy

 I'm not trying to fool you

 I'll tell you where to begin

 You think  (9)________  you're coming back for more

 Yeah, but  (10)______________  you better think again

 The rhythm and the bass, up in my face

 But you're block, block, blocking the floor

 I'm running out of time, don't need no lines

 From a dinosaur

 You're begging me, begging me

 I know I got you on the second beat

 But  (11)________  back to me

 I need to get you maybe baby back a beat

 We'll see if you can heat it up and  (12)____________  that

 Go back and get your hat on baby

 Hit the track, take that

 We're on a  (13)______________  and it's outta whack, that's

a fact

 Mission impossible 

 And  (14)________  is that, that is that

 I gotta lotta gadgets, I gotta lotta you

 And if you you wanna grab it

 Go and break all the rules

 I gotta lotta gadgets, I gotta lotta burn

 So come on learn

 I know I want you to

 The  (15)____________  and the bass, up in my face

 But you're block, block, blocking the floor

 I'm running out of time, don't need no lines 

 From a dinosaur

 You're begging me, begging me

 I know I got you on the  (16)____________  beat

 But baby back to me

 I need to get you maybe baby back a beat

 We'll see if you can heat it up and handle that

 Go back and get your hat on baby

 Hit the track, take that

 We're on a mission and it's outta whack, that's a fact

 Mission impossible 

 And that is that,  (17)________  is that

 It's a

 Mission impossible

 A mission impossible

 A mission impossible

 A mission impossible

 You're begging me, begging me

 I  (18)________  I got you on the  (19)____________  beat

 But baby back to me

 I  (20)________  to get you maybe baby  (21)________  a

beat

 We'll see if you can  (22)________  it up and 

(23)____________  that

 Go  (24)________  and get  (25)________  hat on baby

 Hit the track, take that

 We're on a mission and it's  (26)__________  whack, that's a

fact

 Mission impossible 

 And that is that, that is that

 I won't  (27)________  the battle

 Not in love, not in war 

 Because I got something to fight for

 I won't lose the battle

 Not in love, not in war 

 Because I got something to fight for
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. begging

2. need

3. take

4. that

5. gotta

6. writing

7. your

8. think

9. that

10. tonight

11. baby

12. handle

13. mission

14. that

15. rhythm

16. second

17. that

18. know

19. second

20. need

21. back

22. heat

23. handle

24. back

25. your

26. outta

27. lose
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